To,
Shipping Agents
APSEZ, Mundra

Date: 08th July 2019

Trade Notice: Charges for Wrong declaration in Cargo weight/Dimensions

Dear Sirs,

This is to inform you that, Port has observed that sometimes there is huge variation in cargo weight of parcels in project cargo, containers and ODC cargo between the declared cargo weight and actual cargo weight. This poses a huge risk to the port assets, vessel and safety of personnel. It is therefore requested to all the parties to make proper declaration of the weight and cross check it before declaration.

If a variation in weight/Dimensions between declared cargo weight/Dimensions and actual cargo weight/Dimensions is more than 5% (Actual being higher than declared) then the port would impose an additional stevedoring charge equivalent to the existing tariff as per BPTS or tariff as agreed in applicable contracts.

The above changes are applicable with immediate effect. It is requested to inform all concerned accordingly.

For, Adani Ports and SEZ Ltd.

Capt. Anubhav Jain
HOD - Marine Services
Cc: CEO desk